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About Hornet.email

About Hornet.email
About Hornet.email
Hornet.email is an email service offered by us.
Hornet.email is an email service offered by us. We offer Hornet.email mailboxes in the sizes
of 2 GB and 25 GB. The mailboxes are protected by our Spam and Malware Protection service.
Besides, Hornet.email has some collaboration software features.
Owners of Hornet.email mailboxes can use our webmail client Hornet.email Webmail to
access their mailboxes. For more information on the functions of Hornet.email Webmail, see
Hornet.email Webmail. Alternatively, owners can set up their Hornet.email accounts in another
email client of their choosing. For more information on how to set up Hornet.email accounts in
different email clients, see Hornet.email: Email Client Configuration.
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Hornet.email Webmail
About this Manual
This manual explains the functions of Hornet.email Webmail. It is a webmail client for
Hornet.email accounts which can be accessed under the address hornet.email (see Logging in on
page 5).
Besides extensive functions for creating, sending and receiving emails, Hornet.email Webmail
offers typical functions of a collaboration software, such as organizing events and tasks in
calendars or managing address books.
Based on the modular structure of Hornet.email Webmail, this manual is divided into the
following four sections:
• Mail (see Mail on page 6)
• Address Book (see Address Book on page 22)
• Calendar (see Calendar on page 25)
• Preferences (see Settings on page 28)

Logging in
1.

Enter hornet.email in the address bar of your browser to log in to Hornet.email Webmail.

The login form of Hornet.email Webmail opens.
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Figure 1: Login form
2.

Enter the username of your Hornet.email account in the User name field.

3.

Enter the password of your Hornet.email account in the Password field.

The arrow at the bottom is enabled.
4.

Optional: If you would like the Hornet.email website to store your username, toggle the
switch Remember username.

5.

Click on the arrow.

You have logged in to Hornet.email Webmail.

Mail
Under Mail, you can manage messages and folders.
Under Mail, you can read received messages, write new messages and manage your messages.
Furthermore, you can perform different actions on the messages.
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Figure 2: Module Mail
Under Mail, there are three subsections:
• On the left, there is the folder menu. It contains a list of all folders for messages. Besides
the default folders (see Default Folders on page 8), the folders which you have created
yourself are displayed. Here you can:
• see the storage space (see Available Storage Space on page 8)
• manage folders (see Managing Folders on page 9)
• search for messages (see Searching for Messages in the Folder Menu on page 10)
• In the middle, there is a message list. It lists all messages from the selected folder. Here you
can:
• search for messages (see Searching for Messages in the Message List on page 13)
• create new messages (see Creating Messages on page 18)
• perform different actions on messages (see Actions in the Message List on page 15)
• On the right, there is the message view. It displays the message which is currently selected in
the message list. Here you can:
• read messages
• reply to messages, forward messages and perform other actions on messages (see Actions
for Messages on page 15)
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Available Storage Space
In Hornet.email Webmail, you can see what percentage of your mailbox storage space is used.
Furthermore, you are informed when your free storage space is about to run out.
The following sizes are available for Hornet.email mailboxes:
• 2 gigabytes
• 25 gigabytes
The percentage of used storage space is displayed in the Mail section above the folder menu.

Figure 3: Used storage space
Notice:
The contents of the Trash folder do not count as used storage space.
As soon as 95 percent of the storage space is used, you will be informed by email. To gain free
storage space, delete messages that you do not need anymore.
Notice:
If your mailbox has a size of 2 gigabytes and you need more storage space, you can ask
your administrator to extend your storage space to 25 gigabytes.
As soon as 100 percent of the storage space is used, you will be informed by email. From this
moment on, your mailbox will not receive any more messages. To ensure that your mailbox can
receive messages again, delete messages that you do not need anymore.

Default Folders
Here, the default folders of Hornet.email Webmail are presented.
The folder menu contains the following folders by default:
• inbox: Here, all received messages are stored.
• drafts: Here, message drafts are stored.
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• Sent: Here, the sent messages are stored.
• Trash: Here, the deleted messages are stored. The messages in this folder are permanently
deleted after 60 days. The contents of this folder do not count as used storage space (see
Available Storage Space on page 8).
• Junk: Here, messages classified as spam are stored.

Managing Folders
You have different options to manage folders.
For the management of folders, different actions are available, which you can select from a dropdown menu in the folder menu.
There are two types of actions:
• actions which can be applied both to the default folders and to the folders created by yourself
(see Actions for All Folders on page 9)
• actions which can be applied only to the folders created by yourself (see Actions for Folders
Created by Yourself on page 10)

Actions for All Folders
All folders can be managed with several actions.
For all folders, the following actions are available. You can select the actions from a drop-down
menu by clicking on

next to the desired folder.

• Mark Folder Read: All messages in the folder are marked as read.
• New Subfolder...: Under the selected folder, a new folder is created.
• compressing: The messages of the folder are compressed so that they take up less space in
the cloud storage.
• Export: The messages of the folder are made available for download in the .eml format within
a .zip archive.
• Search: The form for the advanced search of messages opens above the message list (see
Searching for Messages in the Folder Menu on page 10).
• Sharing...: With this menu item, you can grant another Hornet.email user rights for the
selected folder.
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Actions for Folders Created by Yourself
You can perform additional actions on folders which you have created yourself as a user.
For folders which you have created yourself as a user the following additional actions are
available. You can select the actions from a drop-down menu by clicking on
desired folder.

next to the

• Rename: You can rename the folder.
• Move To: You can move the folder via a menu as a subfolder into another folder.
• Delete: The folder and all its messages are moved to the Trash folder. If the folder is already in
the Trash folder, the folder is permanently deleted by this action.
• Set as Drafts: All messages from the folder are moved to the drafts folder, and the folder is
deleted. This option is not available for subfolders.
• Set as Sent: All messages from the folder are moved to the Sent folder and the folder is
deleted. This option is not available for subfolders.
• Set as Trash: All messages from the folder are moved to the Trash folder, and the folder is
deleted. This option is not available for subfolders.
• Set as Junk: All messages from the folder are moved to the Junk folder and the folder is
deleted. This option is not available for subfolders.

Message Search
Hornet.email Webmail offers you two different graphical user interfaces to search for messages
in the folders.
• search via the folder menu (see Searching for Messages in the Folder Menu on page 10)
• search via the search field above the message list (see Searching for Messages in the Message
List on page 13)

Searching for Messages in the Folder Menu
You can search for messages in the folder menu.
The message search in the folder menu offers you advanced search options.
1.

Navigate to Mail.
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The module Mail opens. On the left, the folder menu is displayed.

Figure 4: Folder menu
2.

Click on

next to the desired account or folder.

Notice:
The user interface and the search options are the same for accounts and folders.
Only the default search scope (account or folder) differs.

A drop-down menu opens.
3.

In the drop-down menu, select Search.

Above the message list, a search bar with advanced options is displayed.
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Figure 5: Search bar
4.

Under Add a Criteria, select a criterion for the search.
Notice:
The criteria refer to fields of the messages.
• SUBJECT: The subjects are searched.
• FROM: The senders are searched.
• TO: The recipients are searched.
• CC: The recipients of copies of the messages are searched.
• BODY: The message texts are searched.
You can only define search terms for each criterion individually.

Under the criteria, a search bar appears.
5.

Enter a search term for the selected criterion and confirm your entry with the enter key.

The combination of criterion and search term is added to the search bar.
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Figure 6: Search term in the search bar
6.

To add more search terms, repeat the previous steps.

7.

Under Search messages in, select the scope of your search. You can search your whole
email account or a folder.

8.

Optional: Click on
available:

to display the advanced search options. The following options are

• Search subfolders: Not only the selected folder but also its subfolders are searched.
• Match all of the following: The search terms are linked with a logical AND. Only
messages which contain all search terms result in a match.
• Match any of the following: The search terms are linked with a logical OR. All messages
which contain at least one search term result in a match.
9.

Click on

.

The messages from the selected email account or folder are searched for the search terms. The
search results are displayed in the message list under the search settings.

Searching for Messages in the Message List
Via the search bar above the message list, you carry out a simple search for messages.
The search bar above the message list offers you the following search options.
1.

Navigate to Mail.

The module Mail opens. On the left, the folder menu is displayed.
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Figure 7: Folder menu
2.

Select your account or a folder.
Notice:
The account or the folder is the search scope.

On the right of the folder menu, the messages from the selected account or folder are
displayed in a message list. Above the message list, there is a search bar with a dropdown menu.
3.

In the drop-down menu, click on the arrow and select the criterion by which you want to
search the messages.
Notice:
The criteria refer to fields of the messages.
• Subject: The subjects are searched.
• Sender: The senders are searched.
• Subject or Sender: The subjects and senders are searched.
• To or Cc: The direct recipients and the recipients of copies of the messages are
searched.
• : The message texts are searched.
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Figure 8: Search bar with drop-down menu
4.

Enter the search term in the search bar and confirm your entry with the enter key.

The messages from the selected account or folder are searched for the search term. The search
results are displayed in the message list under the search bar.

Actions for Messages
You can perform different actions on messages.
In two areas within Hornet.email Webmail, you can perform different actions on messages.
• In the message list (see Actions in the Message List on page 15)
• In the message view (see Actions in the Message View on page 17)

Actions in the Message List
You can perform different actions on messages in the message list.
You can perform different actions on messages in the message list. To do so, select the desired
message by placing the mouse pointer on the avatar on the left. A box appears and you can
select the message by clicking on the box. You can also select several messages at the same
time.
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Figure 9: Select a message
A toolbar for different actions appears above the message list.

Figure 10: Email actions above the message list
Here you can:
• Select all messages: To do so, click on

.

• Move the selected messages to the Trash folder: To do so, click on
•

Move the selected messages to the Junk folder: To do so, click on

• Perform more actions on the selected messages: To do so, click on
action from the drop-down menu.

.
.
and select the desired

• Flag: A bookmark is added to the message.
• Mark as Unread: The message is marked as unread.
• Mark as Read: The message is marked as read.
• Save as...: The message is downloaded in the .zip format.
• Copy To: The message is copied to the selected folder.
• Move To: The message is moved to the selected folder.
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Actions in the Message View
You can perform different actions on messages in the message view.
Once you select a message from a folder in the Mail module, the content of the message is
displayed in the message view on the right. On the top of the message view, there is toolbar for
different actions.

Figure 11: Email actions
Here you can:
• Add a bookmark to the message: To do so, click on . A bookmark is added to the message.
The bookmark marks the message as important and makes it easier to find the message
again.
• Reply to the sender of the message: To do so, click on
Messages on page 18).

. A reply window opens (see Creating

• Forward the message: To do so, click on . A window opens where you can edit the message.
There, you can add recipients and edit the message before forwarding it.
• Delete the message from the folder: To do so, click on . The message is deleted from the
current folder and moved to the Trash folder (see Mail on page 6).
• Open the message in a new window: To do so, click on
window.
• Select advanced actions: To do so, click on

. The message is opened in a new

. A drop-down with additional actions opens:

• adding label: Under the header of the message, an input bar appears. Here, you can assign
labels to the message which make it easier to find the message in the message search. In
the settings, you can manage the labels and assign IMAP labels to them (see Labels on
page 35).
• Save as...: The message and its attachments are downloaded in the .zip format.
• Download all attachments: All attachments are downloaded in the .zip format.
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• View Message Source: The message is displayed in a plain-text view, showing the source
text of the message. You can go back to the previous view by clicking on
right corner.

in the upper

• Print...: A menu for printing the message opens.
• Convert to Event: A window for creating events opens. The title of the message is used as
the title of the new event. The text of the message is added to the description of the new
event.
• Convert to Task: A window for creating tasks opens. The title of the message is used as the
title of the new task. The text of the message is added to the description of the new task.

Creating Messages
Write a new message.
Under Mail, you can create new messages.
1.

In the upper toolbar, click on

.

The module Mail opens.
2.

At the bottom of the page, click on

.

A selection menu with two other icons opens.
3.

Click on one of the two icons:
• Click on
browser.

to write the message in a new window. Then, a new window opens in your

• Click on
to write the message in the current window. The interface for creating
messages opens as an overlay in the current window.
4.

Enter the name of the recipient in the To field.
Notice:
There are advanced options for adding recipients (see Adding Additional
Recipients on page 19).
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5.

Enter the subject of your message in the Subject field.
Important:
The Subject field is mandatory. Hornet.email does not allow you to send messages
without a subject.

The button

is enabled.

6.

Write your message and format it as you like.

7.

Optional: Assign a priority to the message or demand a return receipt (see Configuring
Advanced Options on page 20).

8.

Above the message, click on

to send the message.

Notice:
Alternatively, you can save your message as a draft to later continue editing the
message. To do so, click on

above the message.

You have created and sent a new message.

Adding Additional Recipients
You can add additional recipients of copies or blind copies to your messages.
You are currently editing a message (see Creating Messages on page 18).
Besides the direct recipients, you can add additional recipients of copies or blind copies to your
messages. For this purpose, there are two buttons in the view for editing messages on the right
of the address bar.
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Figure 12: Buttons CC and BCC
1.

Notice:
CC stands for "Carbon Copy" (copy). The indicated recipients receive a copy of the
message. The other recipients can read the addresses of the recipients of copies.
BCC stands for "Blind Carbon Copy" (blind copy). The indicated recipients also
receive a copy of the message. The other recipients do not see the recipients of
blind copies.
On the right of the address bar, click on CC or BCC to add recipients of copies or blind
copies.

An additional address bar appears.
2.

Enter the addresses of the recipients in the additional address bar.

You have added recipients of copies or blind copies.

Configuring Advanced Options
The advanced options allow you to assign a priority to your messages and to demand return
receipts.
You are currently editing a message (see Creating Messages on page 18).
The advanced options allow you to request return receipts and assign a priority to your
messages. In the view for editing messages, there is a button for the advanced options.
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Figure 13: Advanced options next to the subject line
1.

On the right of the subject line, click on

.

A drop-down menu with advanced options opens.
2.

Select the desired items from the sections of the menu:
• Return Receipt: If the recipients agree, you will receive a return receipt as soon as the
recipients have opened your message.
• Priority: Here, you can determine the priority of your message. The available values are
Very high, High, Normal, Low and Very low. The message is tagged with a flag, which
informs the sender about the priority of the message.

You have configured the advanced options.

Enabling Desktop Notifications
You can enable desktop notifications to be informed about new emails by your web browser.
Desktop notifications inform the user about newly received emails as long as Hornet.email
Webmail is open in a tab of the browser. The specific implementation of the notifications
depends on the web browser.
1.

Navigate to Settings →General.

2.

If the value Manual is selected in the Refresh View drop-down menu, select a different
value (for example, Every minute).
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Hinweis:
If Manual is selected, new emails are only received once the view is manually
refreshed by the user. Thus, desktop notifications cannot be displayed.

The view is automatically refreshed at the specified frequency.
3.

Tick the Enable Desktop Notifications checkbox.

Your web browser may display a dialog to allow notifications from Hornet.email Webmail.
4.

Allow notifications from Hornet.email Webmail in your web browser.

5.

Click on

.

Your settings are saved.
6.

Log out of Hornet.email Webmail.

Your settings are applied. The next time you log in, desktop notifications will be displayed.

Desktop notifications have been enabled.

Address Book
Under Address Book, you can manage address books.
Under Address Book, you can create (see Creating an Address Book on page 23) and manage
your own address books and maintain your contact data. Furthermore, you can subscribe to
shared folders and search for contacts in a global address book.
You can rename and export your own address books, share them with other users and generate
links to them for authenticated users (see Requesting a CardDAV Server Address on page 24).
Besides, you can import data of individual contacts or whole address books.
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In your address books, you can create, export and again delete both contact data for individual
contacts and distribution lists.

Figure 14: Module Address Book

Creating an Address Book
Create a new address book and synchronize its data with Exchange ActiveSync.
By default, each Hornet.email user is provided with a predefined personal address book
on Hornet.email Webmail. The data from this address book is continuously synchronized
via Exchange ActiveSync. In contrast, newly created address books are not automatically
synchronized. Create a new address book and set up synchronization with Exchange ActiveSync
for it.
1.

In the upper toolbar, click on

.

The module Address Book opens.
2.

On the left side of the page, click on the icon

next to Address Books.

A form for creating new address books opens.
3.

Enter a name for your new address book in the field Name of the Address Book.
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4.

Click on OK.

The new address book is created and appears on the left side of the page.
5.

Click on the name of your new address book.

An icon for advanced settings appears next to the name of your new address book.
6.

Click on the icon

next to the name of your new address book.

A drop-down menu opens.
7.

Click on Properties.

A selection window with advanced settings opens.
8. Activate the checkbox Synchronize (Microsoft Enterprise ActiveSync).
9.

Click on Save.

You have created a new address book. The data from the address book is continuously
synchronized via Exchange ActiveSync.

Requesting a CardDAV Server Address
Request a CardDAV server address to synchronize your address books with other clients.
If you want to obtain write access to your Hornet.email address books from other email clients,
and either your client does not support the EAS protocol or the EAS service is not available, you
can arrange for your address books to be synchronized with the CardDAV standard. For this
purpose, you have to enter the CardDAV server address while setting up the synchronization for
the corresponding client (see Synchronizing Address Books and Calendars Manually). You can
request it directly from Hornet.email Webmail.
1.

In the upper toolbar, click on

.

The module Address Book opens.
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2.

Click on the name of the address book to be synchronized under Address Books.

An icon for advanced settings appears next to the name of your address book.
3.

Click on the icon

next to the name of the desired address book.

A drop-down menu opens.
4.

Click on Links to this Address Book.

A window with the CardDAV server address opens.
5.

Copy and keep the address under CardDAV URL.

You have requested the CardDAV server address of a Hornet.email address book.

Calendar
In the calendar, you can manage tasks and events for your own calendars and subscribe to
shared and web calendars.
Under Calendar, you can create (see Creating a Calendar on page 26) and manage your own
calendars and subscribe to shared and web calendars. On the right side, you can display the
calendars, tasks and events in different views as well as print them.
You can rename and export your own calendars, share them with other users and generate links
to them for authenticated users (see Requesting a CalDAV Server Address on page 27). You
can also import calendars. Furthermore, you can set the notifications for reminders and tasks as
well as the notifications for changes in your calendars. You can also select which calendars are
displayed.
In your calendars, you can create, edit and delete both tasks and events.
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Figure 15: Module Calendar

Creating a Calendar
Create a new calendar and synchronize its data with Exchange ActiveSync.
By default, each Hornet.email user is provided with a predefined personal calendar on
Hornet.email Webmail. The data from this calendar is continuously synchronized via Exchange
ActiveSync. In contrast, newly created calendars are not automatically synchronized. Create a
new calendar and set up synchronization with Exchange ActiveSync for it.
1.

In the upper toolbar, click on

.

The module Calendar opens.
2.

On the left side of the page, click on

next to Calendars.

A form for creating new calendars opens.
3.

Enter a name for your new calendar under Name of the Calendar.

4.

Click on OK.
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The new calendar is created and appears on the left side of the page.
5.

Click on the name of your new calendar.

An icon for advanced settings appears next to the name of your new calendar.
6.

Click on the icon

next to the name of your new calendar.

A drop-down menu opens.
7.

Click on Settings

8. Activate the checkbox Synchronize (Microsoft Enterprise ActiveSync).
9.

Click on Save.

You have created a new calendar. The calendar data is continuously synchronized via Exchange
ActiveSync.

Requesting a CalDAV Server Address
Request a CalDAV server address to synchronize your calendars with other clients.
If you want to obtain write access to your Hornet.email calendars from other email clients,
and either your client does not support the EAS protocol or the EAS service is not available,
you can arrange for your calendars to be synchronized with the CalDAV standard. For this
purpose, you have to enter the CalDAV server address while setting up the synchronization for
the corresponding client (see Synchronizing Address Books and Calendars Manually). You can
request it directly from Hornet.email Webmail.
1.

In the upper toolbar, click on

.

The module Calendar opens.
2.

Click on the name of the calendar to be synchronized under Calendars.

An icon for advanced settings appears next to the name of your calendar.
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3.

Click on the icon

next to the name of the desired calendar.

A drop-down menu opens.
4.

Click on Links to this Calendar.

A window with several addresses opens.
5.

Copy and keep the address under CalDAV URL.

You have requested the CalDAV server address of a Hornet.email calendar.

Settings
Hornet.email Webmail has extensive configuration options.
You can access the Hornet.email Webmail settings from any module by clicking on . The
settings are divided into modules and are accessible under Settings via a menu on the left side:
• General (see General Settings on page 29)
• Calendar (see Calendar Settings on page 30)
• Address Book (see Address Book Settings on page 31)
• Mail (see Email Settings on page 32)
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Figure 16: Hornet.email settings

General Settings
Under Settings →General, you can adjust the display of Hornet.email Webmail.
Under Settings →General, the following settings are available to adjust the display of
Hornet.email Webmail:
Table 1: General Settings
SETTING

DESCRIPTION / OPTIONS

Language

Display language of Hornet.email Webmail. You can choose from
over 30 different languages and language variants.

Current Time Zone

Your time zone (e.g., UTC). The time zone is used for displaying
time information.

Short Date Format

Short display format for calendar data.

Long Date Format

Long display format for calendar data.
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SETTING

DESCRIPTION / OPTIONS

Time Format

Display format for times.

Default Module

The module which is displayed immediately after login. You can
select either one of the three modules Mail, Calendar, Address
Book or the Last used module.

Refresh View

Refresh interval of the view. With a shorter interval, you will
receive new emails and calendar changes earlier.

Enable Desktop
Notifications

Tick this checkbox to receive desktop notifications about new
emails in your web browser (see Enabling Desktop Notifications
on page 21).

Use Gravatar

Activate this checkbox if you want to use a Gravatar.

Alternative Avatar

If you do not have a Gravatar, you can select an alternative
avatar that will be displayed if the Use Gravatar checkbox is
selected.

Animation Level

Amount of animations for changes and transitions in
Hornet.email Webmail. A higher animation level may slow down
the page. The available animation levels are Normal, Limited and
None.

Calendar Settings
Under Settings →Calendar, you can adjust settings related to the Calendar module.
Under Settings →Calendar, you can adjust settings related to the Calendar module. The calendar
settings are divided into three tabs:
• GENERAL: Here you can make general settings for calendars, events and tasks.
• CATEGORIES: Here you can manage calendar categories.
• INVITATIONS: Here you can prevent being invited to events and add exceptions.
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Figure 17: Calendar settings

Address Book Settings
Under Settings →Address Book, you can manage contact categories.
Under Settings →Address Book, you can manage contact categories. Upon your first login,
default categories are available. You can perform the following actions on contact categories.
• Create a contact category: To do so, click on ADD CONTACT CATEGORY.
• Change a contact category: Click on the name of the desired category. The field becomes
editable and you can change the text.
• Delete a contact category: Click on

next to the desired contact category.
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Figure 18: Address book settings

Email Settings
Under Settings →Mail, you can adjust settings related to the Mail module.
Under Settings →Mail, you can adjust settings related to the Mail module. The email settings are
divided into the following tabs:
• GENERAL (see General Email Settings on page 33)
• LABELS (see Labels on page 35)
• FILTERS (see Filters on page 35)
• VACATION (see Vacation on page 39)
• FORWARDING (see Forward on page 40)
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Figure 19: Email settings

General Email Settings
Under Settings →Mail →GENERAL, you can adjust general settings related to the Mail module.
Under Settings →Mail →GENERAL, you can adjust the following general settings related to the
Mail module.
Table 2: General Email Settings
SETTING

EXPLANATION

Show subscribed mailboxes only

Only the folders subscribed by the user are
displayed in the Mail module.

Synchronize only default mail folders (EAS)

Only the default folders are synchronized in
the Mail module.

Fetch count of unseen messages for all
mailboxes

By default, a counter is displayed not only
next to the inbox folder, but next to each
folder.
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SETTING

EXPLANATION

Sort messages by threads

If the checkbox is activated, messages are
sorted by topic.

Always open mail composer

You can specify where the email composer is
displayed. Possible values: Inside a current
window, In a popup window.

When sending mail, add unknown recipients
to my

You can specify where unknown recipients of
your emails are added to by default.

Forward messages

You can specify how messages are forwarded.
Possible values: Inline, Als Attachment.

When replying to a message

You can specify where in a reply message the
reply begins. Possible values: Start my reply
below the quote, Start my reply above the
quote.

Compose messages in

You can specify in which format messages are
composed. Possible values: Plain text, HTML.

Default font size

You can select a default font size from 8 to
72px.

Display remote inline images

You can specify when embedded images are
displayed in messages. Possible values: Never,
Always.

Auto save every ...

You can specify how often (in minutes)
messages are saved as drafts.
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Labels
Under Settings →Mail →LABELS, you can define labels and assign IMAP labels to them.
Under Settings →Mail →LABELS, you can define labels and assign IMAP labels to them. As soon
as you mark messages with one of these labels (see Actions for Messages on page 15), they
are marked with the corresponding IMAP label (see https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5788). The IMAP
labels are interpreted differently by different email clients and can, for example, lead to changes
in the display.

Figure 20: Label Important
In the above example, the label Important has been defined. Messages marked with this label
contain the IMAP label $label1. In Hornet.email Webmail, this IMAP label causes the affected
messages to be displayed in the message list with a red tag.
After the first login, the LABELS section shows a list of predefined labels. Here you can perform
the following actions:
• Create a label: To do so, click on CREATE LABEL.
• Edit a label:
•

Click on

to select a color for the messages tagged with that label.

• Under Label, enter the name of the label as you will assign it to your messages.
• Under IMAP Label, enter the IMAP label with which the messages shall be tagged
internally.
• Delete a label: Click on

next to the desired label.

Filters
Under FILTERS, you can create filters for incoming messages.
Under FILTERS, you can create filters for incoming messages and define the actions to be applied
to the matching messages.
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Creating a Filter
You can create filters for incoming messages and define actions to be applied to the matching
messages.
1.

Navigate to Settings →Mail →FILTERS.

2.

Click on CREATE FILTER.

A dialog opens.

Figure 21: Configuring the filter
3.

Enter the name of the new filter in the Filter name field.

4.

From the drop-down menu For incoming messages that, select to which incoming
messages the actions will be applied. You have three options:

a.

match all of the following rules: The actions are only applied to messages which fulfill all
conditions.

b.

match any of the following rules: The actions are applied to messages which fulfill at
least one of the conditions.

c.

match all messages: The actions are applied to all incoming messages.

5.

To define a condition, click on Add a condition.
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New input elements for the definition of conditions are displayed.
6.

Select the scope of the condition from the left drop-down menu which is preset with the
default value Subject. The following values are available:
• Subject
• From
• To
• CC
• To or Cc
• Size (Kb)
• Header
• Body

7.

Select the kind of match from the central drop-down menu, which is preset with the value
contains. The following values are available:
• is
• is not
• contains
• does not contain
• matches
• does not match
• matches regex
• does not match regex

8. Under Value, enter the value to be checked for matching.
9.

Optional: To define further conditions, repeat the previous steps.

10. To define an action, click on Add an action.

A drop-down menu for selecting actions is displayed.
11. Select an action from the drop-down menu. The following actions are available:
• Discard the message
• Keep the message
• Stop processing filter rules
• Forward the message to
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• Send a reject message
• File the message in
• Flag the message with

If further information is required for the selected action, additional input fields are
displayed.
12. If further input fields are displayed, fill them in. The following input fields are available:
• Email Address: For the Forward the message to action, enter the email address you
want to forward the message to.
• message: For the Send a reject message action, enter the message to be sent to the
sender of the rejected message.
• Mailbox: For the File the message in action, select the folder to which you want to
move the message from the drop-down menu.
• Flag: For the Flag the message with action, select the label or status you want to
assign to the message from the drop-down menu. In addition to the labels defined
under LABELS (see Labels on page 35), the following options are available:
• Seen
• Deleted
• Answered
• Junk
• Flagged
• Not Junk
13. To define further actions, repeat the previous steps.
14. Click on OK.

The dialog is closed and the new filter is listed under FILTERS.
15. Save your changes with

.

You have created a filter.
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Vacation
Under Settings →Mail →VACATION, you can adjust settings related to out-of-office messages.
Under Settings →Mail →VACATION, you can create and configure out-of-office messages.
Table 3: Vacation Settings
Enable vacation auto reply

Out-of-office messages are activated. Only
if sending is activated, the other settings are
displayed.

Auto reply subject

A field for entering the subject is displayed.

Auto reply message

Enter the text of your absence message in this
field.

Email addresses (separated by commas)*

Email address that is specified as the sender
of the automatic messages. You can add your
default address by clicking on ADD DEFAULT
EMAIL ADDRESSES on the right.

Days between responses

To avoid sending several out-of-office
messages to the same sender on the same
day, you can set the number of days between
automatic replies here.

Do not send responses to mailing lists

No automatic out-of-office messages are sent
to mailing lists.

Enable auto reply on

Start date for sending the out-of-office
messages. If the checkbox is activated, a date
must be entered.

Disable auto reply on

End date for sending the out-of-office
messages. If the checkbox is activated, a date
must be entered.
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Forward
Under FORWARDING, you can set up the forwarding of your incoming messages to email
addresses of your choice. Optionally, you can keep a copy of the forwarded messages in your
mailbox. For more details, see Forwarding Incoming Messages on page 40.

Forwarding Incoming Messages
You can set up the forwarding of your incoming messages to email addresses of your choice.
1.

Navigate to Settings →Mail →FORWARDING.

2.

Activate the checkbox Forwarding incoming messages.

Further control elements are displayed.
3.

In the Email addresses (separated by commas)* field, enter one or more email addresses
you want to forward your incoming messages to. If you enter multiple email addresses,
separate them with commas.

4.

Optional: If you want to receive a copy of the forwarded messages, tick the Keep a copy
checkbox.

You have set up the forwarding of your incoming messages.
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Adding a Hornet.email account to your email client
You can add your Hornet.email account to an email client of your choice.
Your Hornet.email account can be added to the most common email clients so you can access
your mail service and synchronize your account data the usual way. There are two basic options:
1.

Preferred addition method: For each client, there is a method that is easier and more
automatized than the others. Whenever possible, these methods should be used as
a first option. In this manual, they are presented first for each client. Currently, these
are the methods involving Exchange ActiveSync for Gmail and Outlook, Autoconfig for
Thunderbird and the configuration with a .mobileconfig file for Apple Mail.

2.

Secondary addition methods: These methods should only be used as a fallback option
when the preferred ones are not available. In this manual, they are described after the
preferred methods for every client and operating system in descending order of priority.

The following sections explain how to add your Hornet.email account to the most common email
clients and operating systems:
• Apple Mail
• Apple Mail for iOS
• Adding an Account to Apple Mail (iOS) with EAS on page 48
• Adding an Account to Apple Mail (iOS) Manually on page 54
• Adding an Account to Apple Mail (iOS) with a .mobileconfig File on page 42
• Apple Mail for MacOS
• Adding an Account with a .mobileconfig File to Apple Mail (MacOS) on page 60
• Adding an Account to Apple Mail (MacOS) Manually on page 63
• Gmail
• Adding an Account to Gmail (Android) with EAS on page 69
• Adding an Account to Gmail (Android) Manually on page 73
• Mozilla Thunderbird
• Adding an Account to Thunderbird (Windows) with Autoconfig on page 83
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• Adding an Account to Thunderbird (Windows) Manually on page 85
• Outlook
• Outlook for Windows
• Adding an Account to Outlook (Windows) with EAS on page 88
• Adding an Account to Outlook (Windows) Manually on page 95
• Outlook for iOS
• Adding an Account to Outlook (iOS) with EAS on page 101
• Adding an Account to Outlook (iOS) Manually on page 107
• Outlook for MacOS
• Adding an Account to Outlook (MacOS) Manually on page 116
• Outlook for Android
• Adding an Account to Outlook (Android) with EAS on page 123
• Adding an Account to Outlook (Android) Manually on page 127

Apple Mail
Apple Mail for iOS
Adding an Account to Apple Mail (iOS) with a .mobileconfig File
Add your Hornet.Email account to Apple Mail on your iOS device with a configuration profile
(.mobileconfig file).
You have an iOS device and a Hornet.Email account.
You can add your account to the Apple Mail app on your iOS device using a configuration profile
(.mobileconfig file).
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.Email accounts to this client. Always try
this method first.
1.

On the home screen of your iOS device, tap the icon of the Safari browser.
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Figure 22: Apple Safari icon

The Safari browser opens.
2.

In the address bar of your Safari browser, enter the following:
http://autoconfig.hornet.email/mobileconfig/?
emailaddress=<username>@<domain>.<TLD>
For example, you should enter the following for the user user@domain.com: http://
autoconfig.hornet.email/mobileconfig/?emailaddress=user@domain.com

Safari tries to download a configuration profile (.mobileconfig file). A confirmation dialog
box opens.
3.

In the confirmation dialog box, tap Outlook.

Figure 23: Tap “Allow”

Safari downloads a configuration profile.
4.

From the home page, go to Settings.

5.

In the settings view, tap Profile Downloaded.
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Figure 24: Tap "Downloaded profile"

A pop-up window for the installation of profiles opens. It shows the name of your
Hornet.Email account.
6.

Tap on Install.

Figure 25: Install
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A warning message appears.
7.

Tap Install again.

Figure 26: Install

A new confirmation dialog box opens.
8. Tap Install again.

Figure 27: Install

A new window opens.
9.

In the input field, enter a full name for your Hornet.Email account.
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Figure 28: Full account name
10. Tap on Next.

A new window opens.
11. In the input field, enter the password of your Hornet.Email account.

Figure 29: Full account name
12. Tap on Next.

The profile is installed on your iOS device. A confirmation window opens.
13. Tap on Done.
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Figure 30: Installed profile

The window closes and your email account settings are displayed in the settings view.

Figure 31: Account settings
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You have added your Hornet.Email account to Outlook using a configuration profile.

Adding an Account to Apple Mail (iOS) with EAS
You can add a Hornet.email account to the Apple Mail app on your iOS device with Exchange
ActiveSync
You have an iOS device and a Hornet.email account.
If you cannot add your Hornet.email account to Apple Mail on your iOS device with
a .mobileconfig file, the Exchange ActiveSync protocol allows you to easily add it and
synchronize contact data, calendars, etc.
Important:
This is not the preferred method for adding your Hornet.email account to Apple Mail.
Please try adding it with the preferred method first (see Adding an Account to Apple Mail
(iOS) with a .mobileconfig File on page 42).
Important:
For the setup of Hornet.email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync, there is a character
limit for the email addresses (see Character Limit in Setup with EAS on page 133).
Notice:
This description is based on the version 12.0.1 of the iOS operating system. The process
may differ for previous or later versions.
1.

On the home screen of your iOS device, tap the icon Settings.

The menu Settings opens.
2.

Tap on the icon Passwords & Accounts.

The menu Passwords & Accounts opens.
3.

Select Add account.
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Figure 32: Add account
4.

Select

5.

Select Exchange.
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Figure 33: Select Exchange
6.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Mail: Your Hornet.email address.
• Description: A name for the account (visible on your iOS device).

Figure 34: Fill in the form
7.

Tap on the button Next.
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A confirmation message appears.
8. Tap on Next.

Figure 35: Configure manually

The message disappears and appears again on the previous page. In the form, the field
Password appears.
9.

Enter the password of your account in the field Password.
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Figure 36: Enter password

The button Next is enabled.
10. Click on Next.

A page with a form for the manual setup of the account opens.
11. Fill in the empty fields of the form with the following data:
• Server: hornet.email
• Domain: Domain of your Hornet.email account (text after the @ on your Hornet.email
address).
• User name: Your Hornet.email address.
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Figure 37: Form

The button Next is enabled.
12. Click on Next.

iOS checks the data of the entered account. Then, a page with settings from your
ActiveSync account opens.
13. On the page ActiveSync, select the services which you want to synchronize on your
Hornet.email account.
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Figure 38: Configure ActiveSync

You have added your Hornet.email account to Apple Mail on your iOS device and synchronized
the desired Exchange ActiveSync services.

Adding an Account to Apple Mail (iOS) Manually
Add your Hornet.email account to Apple Mail on your iOS device manually.
You have an iOS device and a Hornet.email account.
If you cannot add your Hornet.email account to Apple Mail on your iOS device with
a .mobileconfig file or with the EAS protocol, you can add your account to the Apple Mail
application on your iOS device manually.
Notice:
This description is based on the version 12.0.1 of the iOS operating system. The process
may differ for previous or later versions.
1.

On the home screen of your iOS device, tap the icon Settings.
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The menu Settings opens.
2.

Tap on the icon Passwords & Accounts.

The menu Passwords & Accounts opens.
3.

Select Add account.

Figure 39: Add account

A new window for the selection of account types opens.
4.

Select Other.
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Figure 40: Other

A new window for the selection of account types opens.
5.

Select Add Mail Account.
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Figure 41: Add mail account

A new window with a form opens.
6.

Fill in the form in the New Account window with the following data:
• Name: Your name.
• Mail: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Description: A description of your account.
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Figure 42: New account

The button Next is enabled.
7.

On the page New Account under the tab IMAP, fill in the form with the following data:
• INCOMING MAIL SERVER:
• Host Name: imap.hornet.email
• User name: Your Hornet.email address.
• OUTGOING MAIL SERVER:
• Host Name: smtp.hornet.email
• User name: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
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Figure 43: Account settings
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
Manual setup with POP3 requires input in the tab POP3 instead of the tab IMAP.
For POP3, a different entry is required in the following field than for the setup with
IMAP: INCOMING MAIL SERVER:
• Host Name: pop.hornet.email

The button Next is enabled.
8. Tap the button Next.

iOS checks the data of your email account and displays it.
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9.

Tap again the button Next.

iOS shows the services for which your account is activated (Mail and Notes).
10. Tap the button Save.

Figure 44: Service synchronization

You have manually added your Hornet.email account to iOS.

Apple Mail for MacOS
Adding an Account with a .mobileconfig File to Apple Mail (MacOS)
Add your Hornet.email account manually to Apple Mail on your MacOS device with a
configuration profile (.mobileconfig file).
You have a MacOS device and a Hornet.email account.
You can add your account with a configuration profile (file: .mobileconfig) to the Apple Mail app
on your MacOS device.
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.email accounts to this client. Always try to
use this method first.
1.

Open the Safari browser.
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2.

Enter the following in the address bar of the Safari browser and specify your user under
<username> and <domain>:
http://autoconfig.hornet.email/mobileconfig/?
emailaddress=<username>@<domain>.<TLD>
For the example user "user@domain.com", enter the following: http://
autoconfig.hornet.email/mobileconfig/?emailaddress=user@domain.com

Safari tries to download a configuration profile (file: .mobileconfig). A confirmation
dialog opens. The following examples refer to the Hornet.email address
bernd.burgdorf@hornetemail.gevonne.com.
3.

Confirm the installation of the profile with Continue.

Figure 45: Installation confirmation
4.

If a warning about the publisher of the profile appears, confirm this warning also with
Continue.

Figure 46: Installation warning

A window with settings for your Hornet.email account opens.
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5.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Full Name: A name for the account (visible on your MacOS device).
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.

Figure 47: Account settings
6.

Click on Install.

The configuration profile is installed on your MacOS device. A window with an overview of
the settings is then displayed.
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Figure 48: Profile overview
7.

Close the window.

You have added your Hornet.email account with a configuration profile to MacOS. It is now
available in your Apple Mail app.

Adding an Account to Apple Mail (MacOS) Manually
Add your Hornet.email account manually to Apple Mail on your MacOS device.
You have a MacOS device and a Hornet.email account.
If you cannot add your Hornet.Email account to Apple Mail on your MacOS device with
a .mobileconfig file, you can manually add your account to the Apple Mail application on your
MacOS device.
Notice:
This description is based on the version 10.14.6 of the MacOS operating system. The
process may differ for previous or later versions.
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1.

Click on the icon System Settings.

Figure 49: System Preferences button

The window System Settings opens.
2.

Click on Internet Accounts.

Figure 50: Click on Internet Accounts

A wizard for the setup of email and other accounts opens.
3.

Click on Add Other Account....
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Figure 51: Add another account

Further account types are displayed.
4.

Select Mail account.

Figure 52: Mail account

An email account setup form opens.
5.

Fill in the form in the Add Mail Account window with the following data:
• Name: Display name of the account in Apple Mail.
• Email Address: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
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Figure 53: New account

The button Sign In is enabled.
6.

Click on Sign In.

A new email account setup form opens.
7.

Fill in the new form with the following data:
• Username: Your name. You can also leave this field empty: Your username is then
automatically retrieved from your Hornet.email settings.
• Account Type: IMAP
• Incoming Mail Server: imap.hornet.email
• Outgoing Mail Server: smtp.hornet.email
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Figure 54: Account settings
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
For the manual setup with POP3, the following data must be entered instead:
• Account Type: POP3
• Server hostname: pop.hornet.email

The button Sign In is enabled.
8. Click on Sign In.

MacOS checks the data of your email account. A selection window appears.
9.

Select the MacOS apps you want to use your Hornet.email account with.
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Figure 55: Apps
10. Click on Done.

The selected apps are set to be used with your Hornet.email account. MacOS displays
your Hornet.email account under Internet Accounts.

Figure 56: Hornet.email account

You have manually added your Hornet.email account to MacOS.
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Gmail
Adding an Account to Gmail (Android) with EAS
You can add a Hornet.email account to the Gmail app on your Android device with Exchange
ActiveSync
You can add your Hornet.email account to the Gmail application on your Android device using
the Exchange ActiveSync protocol. This way, you have the option to not only synchronize your
emails but also your contacts, calendar data, etc.
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.Email accounts to this client. Always try
this method first.
Important:
For the setup of Hornet.email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync, there is a character
limit for the email addresses (see Character Limit in Setup with EAS on page 133).
1.

On the home screen of your Android device, tap on the icon Settings.

The Android settings window opens.
2.

Go to Personal →Accounts.

The accounts window opens.
3.

Tap on Add account.
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Figure 57: Add account

The window Add account opens.
4.

Tap on the option Exchange with the Gmail logo.
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Figure 58: Select Exchange

A new window opens.
5.

Enter your Hornet.email address in the Enter an email address field.

The buttons at the bottom of the screen are enabled.
6.

Tap on MANUAL SETUP.
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Figure 59: Configure manually

The window Mail Setup opens.
7.

Enter the following data in the form:
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Domain: Your Hornet.email address.
• Server: hornet.email
• Port: 443
• Security type: SSL/TLS
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Figure 60: Enter Hornet.email password
8. Tap on Next.

A confirmation window opens.
9.

Click on Done.

You have added your Hornet.email account to the Gmail application on your Android device
using the Exchange ActiveSync protocol.

Adding an Account to Gmail (Android) Manually
Add your Hornet.email account to the Gmail app on your Android device manually.
You have a Hornet.email account and an Android device with the Gmail app.
If the Exchange ActiveSync protocol is not available, you can manually add your Hornet.email
account to the Gmail app on your Android device.
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Important:
This is not the preferred method for adding your Hornet.email account to Gmail on
Android. Please try adding it with the preferred method first (see Adding an Account to
Gmail (Android) with EAS on page 69).
Notice:
This description is based on the version 7.0 of the Android operating system and the
version 2020.01.27 of the Gmail app for Android. The process may differ for previous or
later versions.
1.

On the home screen of your Android device, tap on Settings.

The Android settings window opens.
2.

Go to Personal →Accounts.

The Accounts window opens.
3.

Tap on Add account.
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Figure 61: Add account

The window Add account opens.
4.

Tap on the option Personal (IMAP) with the Gmail logo.
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Figure 62: Select Personal (IMAP)

A new window opens.
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
For the manual setup with POP3, you must select Personal (POP3) instead.
5.

Enter your Hornet.email address in the Enter an email address field.

The buttons at the bottom of the screen are enabled.
6.

Tap on MANUAL SETUP.
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Figure 63: Configure manually

Another window with a question on the type of account opens.
7.

Tap on Personal (IMAP).
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Figure 64: Select Personal (IMAP)

Another window opens.
Notice:
For the manual setup with POP3, you must select Personal (POP3) instead.
8. Enter the password of your account in the field Password.
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Figure 65: Enter password

The button NEXT is enabled.
9.

Tap on NEXT.

The window Incoming server settings opens.
10. In the field Server, enter: imap.hornet.email
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Figure 66: Incoming server settings
Notice:
For the manual setup with POP3, you must enter pop.hornet.email under Server
instead.
11. Tap on NEXT.

The window Outgoing server settings opens.
12. In the field SMTP Server, enter: smtp.hornet.email
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Figure 67: Incoming server settings

The window Account Settings opens.
13. Tick at least the checkbox Sync email for this account.
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Figure 68: Account options
14. Tap on NEXT.

Your account is added to the Gmail app and a confirmation window opens.
15. Enter your name as you want it to be shown to the recipients of your emails in the field
Your name.
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Figure 69: Enter name

The button NEXT is enabled.
16. Tap on NEXT.

The window closes and the account settings window is shown again.

You have added your Hornet.email account to the Gmail app on your Android device manually.

Mozilla Thunderbird
Adding an Account to Thunderbird (Windows) with Autoconfig
Add your Hornet.Email account to Thunderbird automatically using the Autoconfig service.
You have a Hornet.Email account and have installed Thunderbird on your operating
system.
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With the automatic configuration service Autoconfig, you can add your Hornet.Email account to
Thunderbird just by entering your email address and your password.
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.Email accounts to this client. Always try
this method first.
Notice:
This description is based on the version 68.5.0 of Mozilla Thunderbird. The process may
differ for previous or later versions.
1.

On the home screen, click on

2.

Select the menu item New →Existing Email Account.

.

The window Set Up an Existing Email Account opens.
3.

Enter the following data in the corresponding fields:
• Your name: Your first name and last name, as shown to the recipients of your emails.
• Email address: Your Hornet.Email address.
• Password: The password of your email address.
Figure 70: Set up an existing email account

4.

Click on Next.
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Thunderbird requests the configuration data of the incoming and outgoing mail
servers from the autodiscover service. Upon receipt, it displays them in a window for
confirmation.
Notice:
If the autodiscover operation is not successful, additional options will appear in
the window. Click on and follow the additional steps in the chapter Adding an
Account to Thunderbird (Windows) Manually on page 85.
5.

Click on Done.

Thunderbird initiates a session in your account with the given address and password.

You have automatically added your Hornet.Email account to Thunderbird.

Adding an Account to Thunderbird (Windows) Manually
If the automatic process fails, add your Hornet.email account to Thunderbird manually.
If the automatic configuration service Autoconfig is not available, you can add your account
manually to Thunderbird.
Important:
This is not the preferred method for adding your Hornet.email account to Thunderbird.
Please try adding it with the preferred method first (see Adding an Account to
Thunderbird (Windows) with Autoconfig on page 83).
Notice:
This description is based on the version 68.5.0 of Mozilla Thunderbird. The process may
differ for previous or later versions.
1.

On the home screen, click on

2.

Select the menu item New →Existing Email Account.

.
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The window Set Up an Existing Email Account opens.
3.

Enter the following data in the corresponding fields:
• Your name: Your first name and last name, as shown to the recipients of your emails.
• Email address: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your email address.
Figure 71: Set up an existing email account

4.

Click on .

An additional form opens up on the bottom of the page.
5.

Enter the following data in the form:
• Incoming:
• Server hostname: imap.hornet.email
• Port: 993
• SSL: SSL/TLS
• Authentication: Normal password
• Outgoing:
• Server hostname: smtp.hornet.email
• Port: 587
• SSL: STARTTLS
• Authentication: Normal password
• User Name:
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• Incoming: Your Hornet.email address.
• Outgoing: Your Hornet.email address.

Figure 72: Configure manually
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
For the manual setup with POP3, the following data must be entered in Incoming
instead:
• Server hostname: pop.hornet.email
• Port: 995
6.

Click on Done.

Thunderbird initiates a session in your account with the given address and password.

You have manually added your Hornet.email account to Thunderbird.
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Outlook
Outlook for Windows
Adding an Account to Outlook (Windows) with EAS
You can add a Hornet.email account to Outlook with Exchange ActiveSync using the Control
Panel of Windows 10.
You have a Hornet.email account and Windows as your operating system.
With the Control Panel of Windows 10 and the Exchange ActiveSync protocol, you can easily add
your account to Outlook and synchronize your contacts, schedules, and tasks.
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.Email accounts to this client. Always try
this method first.
Important:
For the setup of Hornet.email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync, there is a character
limit for the email addresses (see Character Limit in Setup with EAS on page 133).
CAUTION:
For mailboxes that are larger than 4 GB, problems might occur during the synchronization
of calendars and address books. In this case, we recommend to set up Hornet.email
accounts with IMAP (see Adding an Account to Outlook (Windows) Manually on
page 95) and to synchronize calendars and address books manually (see Manual
Synchronization of Calendars and Address Books on page 134). Manual synchronization
of address books is also required for Hornet.email accounts that have more than one
address book.
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Notice:
This description is based on the version 16.0 of Microsoft Outlook for Microsoft 365 on
the Windows 10 Home operating system. The process may differ for previous or later
versions.
1.

Enter the following words in the field Type here to search of the Windows desktop:
“Control Panel”

Windows searches for the term "Control Panel" and returns the matches.
2.

In the search results, click on Control Panel.

Figure 73: Control Panel in search results

The window of the Windows Control Panel opens.
3.

Optional: If the window Control Panel does not show a series of icons, select the item
Large icons from the drop-down menu View by: in the top right corner of the window.
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The window Control Panel changes and shows a series of icons.
4.

Click on the icon Mail (Microsoft Outlook 2016).

Figure 74: Select Mail (Microsoft Outlook 2016) in the Control Panel

The window Mail Setup opens.
5.

In the Mail Setup window, click on Email Accounts....

Figure 75: Email Accounts
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The window Account Settings opens.
6.

In the Account Settings window under the tab Email, click on New....

Figure 76: Email Accounts

The window Add account opens.
7.

In the Add account window, select the option Manual setup or additional server types.
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Figure 77: Add Account: Auto Account Setup

The button Next is enabled.
8. Click on the button Next.

The following page opens.
9.

Select the option Exchange ActiveSync.
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Figure 78: Add Account: Choose Your Account Type

The button Next is enabled.
10. Click on the button Next.

The following page opens.
11. Enter the following data in the corresponding fields in the Manual setup or additional
server types window:
• User information
• Your name: Your name, as the recipients of your emails will see it.
• Email Address: Your Hornet.email address.
• Server Information
• Mail server: hornet.email
• Logon information
• User Name: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
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Figure 79: Server Settings

The button Next is enabled.
12. Click on Next.

Outlook checks the settings of the entered account and displays the result in a pop-up
window.

Figure 80: Result of the check
13. Click on Close.

The result of the check disappears and a confirmation window opens.
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Figure 81: Completion window
14. Click on Finish.

You have added your Hornet.email account to Outlook with Exchange ActiveSync.

Adding an Account to Outlook (Windows) Manually
Add your Hornet.email account to Outlook manually.
You have a Hornet.email account and have installed Outlook on your operating system.
If the process with Exchange ActiveSync fails, you can manually add your Hornet.email to
Outlook by entering your account name, your password, and the mail server addresses of
Hornet.email.
Important:
This is not the preferred method for adding your Hornet.email account to Outlook on
Windows. Please try adding it with the preferred method first (see Adding an Account to
Outlook (Windows) with EAS on page 88).
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Notice:
This description is based on the version 16.0 of Microsoft Outlook for Office 365. The
process may differ for previous or later versions.
1.

Open Outlook.

2.

Go to File →Info.

The window Account Information opens.
3.

Click on Add account.

Figure 82: Add account

A new dialog box opens.
4.

Enter your email address under Email Address.

The button Connect is enabled.
5.

Click on Advanced Options.
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An additional form with a single item opens up.
6.

Activate the checkbox Let me set up my account manually.

Figure 83: Manual configuration of the account
7.

Click on Connect.

Outlook loads your account and displays the window Advanced setup.
8. Select IMAP in the Advanced Setup windowAdvanced Setup.
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Figure 84: Advanced settings
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
For the manual setup with POP3, you must select POP instead.

A new window for the configuration of IMAP accounts opens.
9.

Enter the following data in the corresponding fields in the IMAP Account Settings
window:
• Incoming mail:
• Server: imap.hornet.email
• Port: 993
• Encryption method: SSL/TLS
• Outgoing mail:
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• Server: smtp.hornet.email
• Port: 587
• Encryption method: STARTTLS

Figure 85: IMAP Account Settings
Notice:
For the manual setup with POP3, the following data must be entered under
Incoming mail instead:
• Server: pop.hornet.email
• Port: 995

The button Next is enabled.
10. Click on Next.

A new window for entering the password opens.
11. Enter the password of your account in the field Password.
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The button Connect is enabled.
12. Click on Connect.

After a brief pause, your account is added to Outlook and a confirmation message
appears.

Figure 86: Confirmation message
13. Click on Done.

Outlook initiates a session in your account and displays the account in the left column of
the Outlook home screen.

You have manually added your Hornet.email account to Outlook.
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Outlook for iOS
Adding an Account to Outlook (iOS) with EAS
You can add a Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your iOS device with Exchange
ActiveSync
You have an iOS device and a Hornet.email account and have installed the Outlook app on
your iOS device.
With the Exchange ActiveSync protocol, you can easily add your Hornet.email account to Outlook
on your iOS device and synchronize contact information, schedules and tasks.
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.Email accounts to this client. Always try
this method first.
Important:
For the setup of Hornet.email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync, there is a character
limit for the email addresses (see Character Limit in Setup with EAS on page 133).
Notice:
This description is based on the version 12.0.1 of the iOS operating system and the
version 4.26.0 of the Outlook app for iOS. The process may differ for previous or later
versions.
1.

On your iOS device, open the app Outlook.

2.

Optional: If your Outlook app is already connected to an account, tap Inbox on the start
screen. If not, go directly to point 6.

On the left side of the screen, a column with options opens.
3.

Optional: Tap the gear wheel icon.
Figure 87: Column with options
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The Outlook setup screen opens.
4.

Optional: Select Add Mail Account.
Figure 88: Add mail account
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A small menu with options appears on the bottom of the page.
5.

Optional: Select Add Mail Account.

The page Add Account opens.
6.

In the field Email Address, enter your Hornet.Email address.
Figure 89: Add account
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The button Add Account is enabled.
7.

Tap on Add account.

Outlook checks the entered account and offers additionally the option Setting up
Accounts Manually.
8. Tap on Setup Account Manually.
Figure 90: Setup account manually
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A selection window with email providers opens.
9.

Tap on Exchange.
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Figure 91: Exchange

A new window with a setup form for Exchange email accounts opens.
10. Toggle the switch Use advanced settings.
11. Fill in the form with the following data:
• Email Address: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Description: Description of your account for internal use.
• Server: hornet.email
• Domain: Domain of your Hornet.email account (text after the @ on your Hornet.email
address).
• User name: User name assigned to your Hornet.email account.
Figure 92: Advanced settings
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The button Sign in is enabled.
12. Tap on Sign in.

If the data from the form is correct, your Hornet.email account is added to the Outlook
app on your iOS device and the Add Another Account window opens.
13. Tap on Maybe Later.

You have added your Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your iOS device using the
Exchange ActiveSync protocol.

Adding an Account to Outlook (iOS) Manually
Add your Hornet.Email account to the Outlook app on your Android device manually.
You have an iOS device and a Hornet.Email account and have installed the Outlook app on
your iOS device.
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If the service ActiveSync is not available, you can manually add your account to the Outlook app
on your iOS device.
Important:
This is not the preferred method for adding your Hornet.Email account to Outlook on iOS.
Please try adding it with the preferred method first (see Adding an Account to Outlook
(iOS) with EAS on page 101).
Notice:
This description is based on the version 12.0.1 of the iOS operating system and the
version 4.26.0 of the Outlook app for iOS. The process may differ for previous or later
versions.
1.

On your iOS device, open the app Outlook.

2.

Optional: If your Outlook app is already connected to an account, tap Inbox on the start
screen. If not, go directly to point 6.

On the left side of the screen, a column with options opens.
3.

Optional: Tap the gear wheel icon.
Figure 93: Column with options
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The Outlook setup screen opens.
4.

Optional: Select Add Mail Account.
Figure 94: Add mail account
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A small menu with options appears on the bottom of the page.
5.

Optional: Select Add Mail Account.

The page Add Account opens.
6.

In the field Email Address, enter your Hornet.Email address.
Figure 95: Add account
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The button Add Account is enabled.
7.

Tap Add Account.

Outlook checks the entered account and offers additionally the option Setup Account
Manually.
Notice:
If Outlook identifies your Hornet.Email account as an Microsoft Exchange account,
it is possible that, after tapping Add Account, the setup form for Microsoft
Exchange accounts appears. If so, tap Not an Exchange Account in the top corner
of the page and continue with point 9 on page 112.
8. Tap Setup Account Manually.
Figure 96: Setup account manually
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A selection screen with email providers opens.
9.

Tap IMAP.
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Figure 97: IMAP

A new screen with a setup form for IMAP email accounts opens.
10. Toggle the switch Use Advanced Settings.
Figure 98: Use advanced settings
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11. Fill in the form with the following data:
• Email Address: Your Hornet.Email address.
• Display Name: Your name, as you want it to be shown to the recipients of your emails.
• Description: Description of your account for internal use.
• IMAP Incoming Mail Server:
• IMAP Hostname: imap.hornet.email
• IMAP Username: Your Hornet.Email address.
• IMAP Password: The password of your Hornet.Email account.
• SMTP Outgoing Mail Server:
• SMTP Hostname: smtp.hornet.email:587
• SMTP Username: Your Hornet.Email address.
• SMTP Password: The password of your Hornet.Email account.
Figure 99: Advanced setup
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The button
Sign In
is enabled.
12. Tap Sign In.

If the data from the form is correct, your Hornet.Email account is added to the Outlook
app on your iOS device and the window
Add Another Account
appears.
13. Tap Maybe Later.

You have manually added your Hornet.Email account to the Outlook app on your iOS device.
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Outlook for MacOS
Adding an Account to Outlook (MacOS) Manually
Add your Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your MacOS device manually.
You have a MacOS device and a Hornet.email account and have installed the Outlook app
on your MacOS device.
You can add your account to the Outlook app on your MacOS device manually.
Notice:
This description is based on the version 10.15.5 of the MacOS operating system. The
process may differ for previous or later versions.
1.

On your MacOS device, open the app Outlook.

2.

In the menu bar, click on Outlook.

Figure 100: Menu bar

A menu opens.
3.

Click on Preferences....
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Figure 101: Settings

A new window opens.
4.

Click on Accounts under Personal Settings.

Figure 102: Accounts
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A new window opens.
5.

Click on Add Email Account.

Figure 103: Add mail account
6.

Enter your Hornet.email address in the field Mail.
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Figure 104: Enter Hornet.email address

The button Next is enabled.
7.

Click on Next.

A new view opens.
8. Click on Not Exchange?.
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Figure 105: Not Exchange

A selection screen with email providers opens.
9.

Click on IMAP/POP.
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Figure 106: Select provider

A form for the setup of IMAP email accounts opens.
10. Enter the following data in the form:
• Type: IMAP
• Email Address: Your Hornet.email address.
• User Name: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Incoming Server: Enter imap.hornet.email and tick the checkbox Use SSL to connect
(recommended).
Notice:
The port is set automatically to 993.
• Outgoing server: Enter smtp.hornet.email and tick the checkbox Use SSL to connect
(recommended).
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Notice:
The port is set automatically to 587.

Figure 107: Set up an email account with IMAP
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
For the manual setup with POP3, the following data must be entered instead:
• Type: POP3.
• Incoming Server: pop.hornet.email, and a tick in the checkbox Use SSL to
connect (recommended). The port is set automatically to 995.

The button Add account is enabled.
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11. Click on Add account.

If the data from the form is correct, your Hornet.email account is added to the Outlook
app on your MacOS device and a new view opens.
12. Click on Done.

Figure 108: Setup finished

You have manually added your Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your MacOS device.

Outlook for Android
Adding an Account to Outlook (Android) with EAS
Add your Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your Android device using Exchange
ActiveSync.
You have an Android device and a Hornet.email account and have installed the Outlook app
on your Android device.
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With the Exchange ActiveSync protocol, you can easily add your Hornet.email account to Outlook
on your Android device and synchronize contact information, schedules and tasks.
Notice:
This is the preferred method for adding Hornet.Email accounts to this client. Always try
this method first.
Notice:
This description is based on the version 10 of the Android operating system and the
version 4.2026.7 of the Outlook app for Android. The process may differ for previous or
later versions.
1.

On your Android device, open the app Outlook.

2.

Click on GET STARTED.

Figure 109: GET STARTED

A wizard for the setup of email accounts opens.
3.

Enter your Hornet.email address in the Email Address field.
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Figure 110: Email Address
4.

Click on NEXT.

The Outlook app checks your Hornet.email account. Subsequently, the additional button
SETUP ACCOUNT MANUALLY is displayed.
5.

Wait for some seconds.

After a few seconds, a form for adding email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync opens.
6.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Server: hornet.email
• Domain\Username: Domain of your Hornet.email account (text after the @ from your
Hornet.email address).
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Description: A description of your account (e. g., “Office”).
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Figure 111: Exchange form
7.

Click on the icon

.

Your data is checked and your Hornet.email account is set up. Subsequently, another
window for adding other accounts is displayed.
8. Click on MAYBE LATER.
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Figure 112: ADVANCED SETTINGS

You have added your Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your Android device using the
Exchange ActiveSync protocol. In addition to your emails, the calendar and address book of your
Hornet.email account are also automatically synchronized via Exchange ActiveSync.

Adding an Account to Outlook (Android) Manually
Add your Hornet.email account to the Outlook app on your Android device manually.
You have an Android device and a Hornet.email account and have installed the Outlook app
on your Android device.
If the service ActiveSync is not available, you can manually add your account to the Outlook app
on your Android device.
Important:
This is not the preferred method for adding your Hornet.email account to Outlook on
Android. Try adding it with the preferred automated method first (see Adding an Account
to Outlook (Android) with EAS on page 123).
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Notice:
This description is based on the version 10 of the Android operating system and the
version 4.2026.7 of the Outlook app for Android. The process may differ for previous or
later versions.
1.

On your Android device, open the app Outlook.

2.

Click on GET STARTED.

Figure 113: GET STARTED

A wizard for the setup of email accounts opens.
3.

Enter your Hornet.email address in the Email Address field.
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Figure 114: Email Address
4.

Click on NEXT.

The Outlook app checks your Hornet.email account. Subsequently, the additional button
SETUP ACCOUNT MANUALLY is displayed.
5.

Select SETUP ACCOUNT MANUALLY.

A selection window for account types opens.
6.

Select the account type IMAP.
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Figure 115: IMAP select
Notice:
In these instructions, we recommend and describe the manual setup with the
IMAP protocol. However, manual setup with the POP3 protocol is also supported.
POP3 has the disadvantage over IMAP that emails retrieved by the email client are
deleted from the mailbox. This can lead to data loss.
For the manual setup with POP3, you must select POP3 instead.

A form for the setup of IMAP accounts opens.
7.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Display Name: Your name as it should be displayed in the Outlook app.
• Description: A description of your account (e. g., “Office”).
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Figure 116: IMAP form
8. Activate the switch ADVANCED SETTINGS.

Additional fields for advanced settings are displayed.
9.

Fill in the new fields of the form with the following data:
• IMAP Host Name: imap.hornet.email:993
• IMAP Username: Your Hornet.email address.
• IMAP Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• SMTP Host Name: smtp.hornet.email:587
• SMTP Username: Your Hornet.email address.
• SMTP Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
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Figure 117: ADVANCED SETTINGS
Notice:
In case of manual setup with POP3, the page is called Connect with POP3. For
POP3, pop.hornet.email:995 must be entered in the field POP3 Host Name. In the
other fields, the required entries are the same as for the setup with IMAP.
10. Click on the icon

.

Your data is checked and your Hornet.email account is set up. Subsequently, another
window for adding other accounts is displayed.
11. Click on MAYBE LATER.
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Figure 118: ADVANCED SETTINGS

You have added your Hornet.email account manually to the Outlook app on your Android device.

Character Limit in Setup with EAS
There is a character limit for setting up Hornet.email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync.
To synchronize Hornet.email accounts with Exchange ActiveSync, the email addresses may not
exceed 46 characters for technical reasons. The following special characters each count as three
characters (see sample calculation):
• . (dot)
• _ (underscore)
• @ (at sign)
Hornet.email accounts with email addresses that exceed 46 characters cannot be set up with
Exchange ActiveSync.
Sample calculation:
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The email address bernd.burgdorf@hornet_email.com consists of 27 characters that are
not special characters and 4 special characters (two dots, an at sign and an underscore). The
character number of the email address is calculated as follows: 27 + 4 x 3 = 27 + 12 = 39. The
email address thus consists of 39 characters.

Manual Synchronization of Calendars and Address Books
Hornet.email address books and calendars can be synchronized on different clients.
If you have added your Hornet.email account to your email client without Exchange ActiveSync,
some additional steps are needed to obtain access to your calendar and address book from your
client.
Important:
In Outlook, manual synchronization of address books is also required for Hornet.email
accounts that have more than one address book.
The following clients are available:
• Apple Mail (iOS): Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books Manually with Apple Mail (iOS)
on page 134
• Apple Mail (MacOS): Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books Manually with Apple Mail
(MacOS) on page 139
• Gmail (Android): Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books Manually with Gmail (Android)
on page 145
• Outlook (Windows): Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books with Outlook (Windows) on
page 150
• Thunderbird (Windows): Synchronizing Calendars and Address books with Thunderbird
(Windows) on page 153.

Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books Manually with Apple Mail (iOS)
Synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Apple Mail on iOS.
You can synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Apple Mail on iOS to
obtain write access to their data from Apple Mail. For this purpose, you need to add CalDAV and
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CardDAV accounts to your device. Any changes you make to calendars or address books are
synchronized with all participating clients using the CalDAV and CardDAV standards.
1.

On the home screen of your iOS device, tap on the icon Settings.

The menu Settings opens.
2.

Tap on the icon Passwords & Accounts.

The menu Passwords & Accounts opens.
3.

Select Add account.

Figure 119: Add account
4.

Select Other.
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Figure 120: Other select
5.

Select Add CardDAV Account.

Figure 121: Add CardDAV account
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A form for the setup of CardDAV accounts appears.
6.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Server: hornet.email
• User name: Your Hornet.email address
• Password: Password of your Hornet.email account
• Description: A name for the CardDAV account (visible on your iOS device).

Figure 122: Fill in the form
7.

Tap on the button Next.

A confirmation message appears. The CardDAV account is set up. From now on, the data
from your Hornet.email address books is synchronized with Apple Mail.
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Figure 123: Confirmation message for CardDAV account
8. Repeat the steps 3 on page 135 to 7 on page 137. Instead of Add CardDAV Account
like in step 5 on page 136, select Add CalDAV Account. Fill in the form with the same
data as in step 6 on page 137.

A confirmation message appears. The CalDAV account is set up. From now on, the data
from your Hornet.email calendars is synchronized with Apple Mail. An additional step
shows the synchronized data.
9.

Select the desired data and save your settings with Save.
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Figure 124: Confirmation message for CardDAV account

You have synchronized the calendars and address books of your Hornet.email account with
Apple Mail. From now on, the corresponding calendar data and address book contacts are
available in your Apple Mail app.

Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books Manually with Apple Mail
(MacOS)
Synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Apple Mail on MacOS.
You can synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Apple Mail on MacOS
to obtain write access to their data from Apple Mail. For this purpose, you need to add CalDAV
and CardDAV accounts to your device. Any changes you make to calendars or address books are
synchronized with all participating clients using the CalDAV and CardDAV standards.
Note:
This description is based on the version 10.14.6 of the MacOS operating system. The
process may differ for previous or later versions.
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1.

Click on the icon System Settings.

Figure 125: System Preferences button

The window System Settings opens.
2.

Click on Internet Accounts.

Figure 126: Click on Internet Accounts

A wizard for the setup of email and other accounts opens.
3.

Click on Add Other Account....
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Figure 127: Add another account

Further account types are displayed.
4.

Select CalDAV Account.
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Figure 128: CalDAV account

A form for the setup of CalDAV accounts opens.
5.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Account Type: Manual
• Username: Your Hornet.email address
• Password: Password of your Hornet.email account
• Server Address: https://hornet.email/SOGo/dav
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Figure 129: CalDAV settings
6.

Click on Sign In.

The data from your Hornet.email calendars is synchronized with the calendar app on
MacOS. An overview of your settings appears.

Figure 130: Configured CalDAV account
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7.

Return to the selection of account types and select CardDAV Account.

A form for the setup of CardDAV accounts opens.
8. Fill in the form with the following data:
• Account Type: Manual
• Username: Your Hornet.email address
• Password: Password of your Hornet.email account
• Server Address: https://hornet.email/SOGo/dav

Figure 131: CardDAV settings
9.

Click on Sign In.

The data of your Hornet.email address books is synchronized with Apple Mail. An
overview of your settings appears.
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Figure 132: Configured CardDAV account

You have synchronized the calendars and address books of your Hornet.email account with
Apple Mail. From now on, the corresponding calendar data and address book contacts are
available in your Apple Mail app.

Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books Manually with Gmail (Android)
Synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Gmail.
You have installed the app OpenSync on your Android device. The standard Android apps
Calendar and Contacts are also installed on your Android device.
You can synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Gmail to obtain write
access to their data from Gmail. Any changes you make to calendars or address books are
synchronized with all participating clients using the CalDAV and CardDAV standards.
Notice:
This description is based on the version 1.5.0.3 of OpenSync and the version 10 of the
Android operating system. The process may differ for previous or later versions.
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1.

Open the app OpenSync.

A window containing a welcome message opens.
2.

Tap on the plus sign icon.

Figure 133: Create a new account

A form to set up OpenSync accounts from CalDAV and CardDAV accounts opens.
3.

Select the radio button Login with URL and user name.
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Figure 134: Setup with URL and username

New fields appear in the form.
4.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Base URL: https://hornet.email/SOGo/dav/
• User name: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.

5.

Tap on LOGIN.

A form for creating an OpenSync account opens.
6.

Tap on CREATE ACCOUNT.
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Figure 135: Create an account

Your OpenSync account is created and appears in the main window of OpenSync. It is
linked to all address books and calendars of your Hornet.email account.
7.

Tap on your new OpenSync account.
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Figure 136: New OpenSync account

An overview of the address books and calendars of your OpenSync account opens.
8. Activate the checkboxes of the address books and calendars to be synchronized.
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Figure 137: Select address books and calendars

From now on, the selected address books and calendars are synchronized with the
Android apps Calendar and Contacts. This way, you can accessr your data from the Gmail
app.

You have synchronized the calendars and address books of your Hornet.email account with
Gmail. From now on, the corresponding calendar data and address book contacts are available in
the Gmail app.

Synchronizing Calendars and Address Books with Outlook (Windows)
Synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Outlook.
You have installed the add-on Outlook Caldav Synchronizer in Microsoft Outlook.
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You can synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Outlook. This way, you
obtain write access to this data from Outlook. Any changes you make to calendars or address
books are synchronized with all participating clients using the CalDAV and CardDAV standards.
With the Outlook Caldav Synchronizer, calendars and address books must be set up separately
using synchronization profiles. The procedure is identical for both types of data.
Note:
This description is based on the version 3.8.2.0 of Outlook Caldav Synchronizer. The
process may differ for previous or later versions.
1.

Click on CalDav Synchronizer in the upper menu bar of Outlook.

The tab CalDav Synchronizer opens.
2.

Click on Synchronization Profiles.

Figure 138: Synchronization profiles

The options window of Outlook Caldav Synchronizer opens.
3.

Click on the green plus sign in the menu bar.

Figure 139: Menu bar

A selection window with synchronization profile types opens.
4.

Select the radio button Generic CalDAV/CardDAV.
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Figure 140: Synchronization types
5.

Click on OK.

A new synchronization profile is created and opens in a form.
6.

Fill in the form with the following data:
• Name: Enter any name for your synchronization profile.
• Outlook folder: Select a folder of a type that matches the type of data to be
synchronized (calendar folder for calendar data, contact folder for contact data). It is
recommended to select folders that are located under the Hornet.email account you
have set up. If you don't have any matching folders, you can create them directly from
the drop-down menu.
• DAV URL: URL of the calendar or address book to be synchronized (see Requesting a
CalDAV Server Address on page 27 or Requesting a CardDAV Server Address on page
24).
• Username: Your Hornet.email address.
• Password: The password of your Hornet.email account.
• Email address: Your Hornet.email address.
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Figure 141: Form
7.

Click on OK.

From now on, the data from your calendar or address book is automatically synchronized.
8. Repeat the process for all desired address books or calendars.

You have synchronized the desired calendars and address books of your Hornet.email account
with Outlook.

Synchronizing Calendars and Address books with Thunderbird (Windows)
Synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Thunderbird
You have installed the add-ons Lightning, TbSync and Provider for CalDAV & CardDAV in
Mozilla Thunderbird.
You can synchronize your Hornet.email calendars and address books with Thunderbird to obtain
write access to their data from Thunderbird. Any changes you make to calendars or address
books are synchronized with all participating clients using the CalDAV and CardDAV standards.
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Notice:
This description is based on the version 68.10.0 of Mozilla Thunderbird. The process may
differ for previous or later versions.
1.

Request the CalDAV server address of your calendar and the CardDAV server address of
your address book from Hornet.email Webmail (see Requesting a CalDAV server address
and Requesting a CardDAV server address.

2.

Open Mozilla Firefox.

3.

In the upper toolbar, click on

.

A drop-down menu opens.
4.

Click on Add-ons →TbSync in the drop-down menu.

The account management of TbSync opens.
5.

Click on Account actions →Add new account →CalDAV & CardDAV.

Figure 142: Account management of TbSync
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A wizard for adding accounts opens.
6.

Select Manual configuration.

Figure 143: Manual configuration
7.

Click on Next.

8. Fill in the form with the following data:
• Account name: Name under which your CardDAV/CalDAV account shall be managed in
the TbSync Add-on, can be filled in as desired
• User name: Your Hornet.email address
• Password: Password of your Hornet.email account
• CalDAV server address: CalDAV server address of your calendar
• CardDAV server address: CardDAV server address of your address book
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Figure 144: Fill in account data
9.

Click on Next.

The settings are checked. If the setup is successful, an overview of the settings is
displayed.
10. Click on Finish.
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Figure 145: Settings overview

The wizard closes. Your new CalDAV/CardDAV account appears on the left side of the
account management of TbSync.
11. Activate the checkbox Enable and synchronize this account on the right side.
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Figure 146: Enable and synchronize this account

The resources of your account (your Hornet.email calendars and address books) are
displayed in the tab Status on the right side.
12. Activate the checkboxes of the resources that you would like to synchronize.
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Figure 147: Overview of resources
13. Click on Synchronize now.

The data of the selected resources is synchronized.
14. Close the account management.

You have synchronized the desired calendars and address books of your Hornet.email account
with Thunderbird. From now on, the corresponding calendar data and address book contacts are
available under the Lightning add-on or the Thunderbird address book tab.
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Setting up Hornet.email for a Microsoft 365 Mailbox
Setting up Hornet.email for a Microsoft 365 Mailbox
You can route email traffic from Microsoft 365 mailboxes through the Hornet.email email service.
You have created the mailbox for which you want to set up Hornet.email in the Control
Panel. You have created a secondary environment of the type Hornet.email for the domain
of the mailbox in the Control Panel (see "Creating a Secondary Environment" in the Control
Panel manual).
You have set up the connector for forwarding (see "Setting up a Forwarding Connector" in
the guide "Email Routing from Microsoft 365") and configured the domain as a relay (see
"Setting a Domain as an Internal Relay" in the guide "Email Routing from Microsoft 365").
Using a secondary environment, you can set up the inbound email traffic of a mailbox to be
routed to the Hornet.email email service.
1.

Log in to the Control Panel with your administrative credentials.

2.

From the scope selection, select the domain of the mailbox for which you would like to set
up Hornet.email.

3.

Navigate to Customer Settings →Mailboxes.

4.

Click on the menu arrow next to the mailbox for which you would like to set up
Hornet.email.

Figure 148: Open menu

A menu opens.
5.

Click on Change environment.

A form is displayed.
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6.

From the drop-down menu under Environment, select the secondary environment of the
type Hornet.email.

Figure 149: Select environment
Notice:
The environment is displayed under the name that has been defined during the
creation of the environment.
7.

Click on Apply changes.

Hornet.email has been set up for a mailbox. The inbound email traffic of the mailbox is routed to
the Hornet.email email service.
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